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Unusual…?
Zoom Is Now Worth
More Than The 7
Biggest Airlines

« Canada isn’t spared.
We entered this crisis with poor fundamentals
•

Consumer savings were low

•

Debt-to-income spiked to an all-time-high 180%

•

Investment and trade were faltering

•

Our higher trade-dependence made us especially
vulnerable to the virus-related stoppage of large
portions of international trade

•

Oil sector ravaged

• COVID-19's impact on economic activity in
recent months is only the beginning of the
story:
o historical data suggest that long-term
economic consequences could persist for
a generation or more.

Public expectations towards government and
business at very high levels! some highlights :
1. Business and government must work
together to find solutions
2. The Government is leading in all areas of
pandemic response
3. Government must build a more resilient
system for the future
4. Canada faces a persistent (13-point)
confidence gap between the informed (more
confident) and the general (less confident)
public
5. Pandemic highlights social inequalities
6. The gap between the expectations and
performance of business leaders is the most
significant of all

Economic consequences of the "Great Lockdown" will spare no country.

Prevailing exceptional
uncertainty:
From:

• A BOTTOMLESS PIT ?

To :
• IMMINENT BOUNCE BACK
FROM COVID-19 ?

?

We do not
know !

Industry Strategy Council
(May 8th 2020)
Business as usual?

Four questions for
consideration:
1.

Machinery of government:
Responsible minister ?

2.

Consultative nature of
Council and mandate ?

3.

Emphasis on Industrial
strategy?

4.

Relationship with sectoral
economic strategy tables
and superclusters?

Traditional hierarchical model :
Government and Departments

Prime Minister
Minister

Cabinet

Ministers
Public service :
Departments & Agencies

Public
Fonction
service
publique

Sector based and
functional divisions

Silos
Top down hierarchical model of
government organization

Adapted from The five trademarks of agile organizations, McKinsey & Company

Deputy Minister and
executive team

Silos
Top-down hierarchical model of
organization: department or
agency

From the traditional hierarchical
model(Government and departments):
stable but static and siloed

To the agile model designed for
both stability and dynamism
Boxes and flowchart lines less
important than action and impact

From "machine" to networked "living organism"
organization citizen-focused

décision

Quick adaptability and flexible
resources

Hierarchical power of decision

Rigid bureaucratic
structure

Silos

Detailed instructions
Adapted from The five trademarks of agile organizations, McKinsey & Company

The Deputy Minister and his
or her management team
provide leadership and
facilitate action.

Teams formed around endto-end accountability

Canada post Covid-19 : Economic recovery consolidated plan
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Five cross-cuting strategic taskforces
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Canada post Covid-19:
Governance & coordination of
strategic taskforces
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INTERACTIVE DIGITAL PLATFORM : CIVIL SOCIETY

Chronicle of a Pandemic Foretold
Learning From the COVID-19 Failure—
Before the Next Outbreak Arrives
By Michael T. Osterholm and Mark
Olshaker
July/August 2020 FA
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/print/n
ode/1126045

Thank you/ merci
Questions/
comments

In truth, what is killing us is not connection; it is connection without cooperation.
And the cure is not isolation but deeper connection, the kind that can support collective action.
The doctors and scientists around the world have acted differently: reaching out to one another,
pooling their talents and resources, and showing what a true global community could look like.
Perhaps that’s why so many politicians have tried to muzzle them.
—Gideon Rose, Editor Foreign Affairs (July –August 2020)

